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,. SUMMARY
,-
Data from wind-tunnel tests on a model of the HY-1
airplane we:r.eused in a study of the effect on the steady
spin of a number of factors considered to be important.
The factors were of two classes, mass distribution effec%s
and aerodynamic effects,
The study indicated that mass extended along the lon-
gitudinal axis has no detrimental effect or is even slight-
ly beneficial, mass extended along” the lateral axis is det-
rimental if the airplane spins with the inner wing tip far
down, and mass extended along the normal axis, if of cons-
iderable magnitude, has a strong favorable effect. The
aerodynamic effects considered in terms of rolling, pitch-
ing, and yawing moments added to those for a convectional
airplane showed that added stable rolling moment could con-
tribute favorable effect on the spin only in decreasing
the amount of inward sideslip required for equilibrium;
negative ,pitching moment of moderate magnitude has unfavor-
able effect- on a high-angle-of-attack spin., and stable
‘ yawing moment has pronounced beneficial effect on the spip.
Experimental data from various sources were available to
verify nearly all the deductions resulting from’ the study
of the curves.
When these results were considered for the purpose of
deciding upon the best means to be developed for control-
ling the spin, the yawing-moment equilibrium was found to
offer the most promising field for research. The wing-cel-
lule yawing moment, of which the shape of the chord-force
curve is an approximate measure, should be made as small
as possible in the unst’able sense and the damping yawin~
moment of tho tail should be made as large as possible.
The most serious unfavorabl~ effect on the damping yawing
moment of the tail is the blanketing of the vertical sur-
faces by the other ~arts of the tail.
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ItiTRbDUCTION
In a previous: study of th”e”steady s~in (r”&ferencn 1) ,
it was found that wind-tunnel data obtaiaed in simple force
and mome-tittests with a stationary model could be utilized
with fair succes~ in an analysis of the conditions for e-
quilibrinn in a steady spin. Th~ wind-tunnel data used in
that case were obtained on a model of the NY-1 airplane
tested at angles of attack Up to 90°. T’he data were used.
to predict the angles of attack at which spinning equilib-
rium would occur in flight by utilizing the method of a.aal-
ysis-outlined by Fuchs and Schmidt (.reference 2). A COl?l-
parison of these results with flight rneasuremonto .fqr the
NT-L airplane showed the agyeement. to be reasonably satisf-
actory.
The curves derived from these ri.nd-tunn”el tests In
connection with th-e”previoua analysis have su~sequently
been used in e general study of the effect o.f.va:tous fac-
tors affecting the steady spin. The resulte of this st’:h~
are presenter he~ein. ~he-fact that t’ho study is neco.s-
arily cor>fined to consl..deratiou of the coadit.ion-s of ‘equi-
li%riurn.for”.the steady sFin does not proveat. the results
from being of considerable practical value. In-any cte.edy
spiu the ypposlng aerodynamic. and inertia forces are in c-
equilibrium. The dangerous or.uacontrolla%le spin ariseB
from the fact that this” equilibj;ium cannot. be vpset ky-
movement of the control surfaces. By studying. th= effect
of variations in the factors that influence. the equili-orium
conditions, one l~arns what the relative, importance o? the
factors is and what design factors tend to..make ?quilibriu,,~
impossible. A knowledge of these factors is importailt for
ai;l airylanes, becsuse there must be provision $.n the form
of controls to lpset equilibrium quickly and, stihely before
the airplane may be co;~sidered safe for general use as lon&
as there is possibility of equ,ili.brium in a spin. 1$ might
be argued that the probleiz of .spi~nih~’”rnaybe””s-ol%kd-by ad-
,justin~ “the properties of the air~]iano so “that ent”ry-into
a spin woul,d become extremely dif-~icult , as has: “oeo~ .accom-
pl.ished with a fe~’.airplanes a’lrcidy, but this measur= alonf.
cannot be considered_R” complete solution of thep~cblej~.
The deductions are given in generr.1 terms, as treads
rather, than in term-s of .spcc.ific,-~nrierical valuea”,”an.i “co”t~-
sequent.ly may be considered as. mor”e or less generally ap-
plicable to F.11 a~rplaili-.s of. con~”e-mtional form. The effects
c
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.o:f.all, p.as”sib~e rnass-distribut io’n c~?mbinations were con-
~“sid.ered f.o:ran airplane having rip’r.rn~.laero dyn,ami_c-pr_op_e_r-
::Yttes. Then, ~in order to decide wha~,.aero~?n~m$c pnope”r-
:(:ties of an airplane could be most .dffect$yely improved
with regard to spiining, the eff”ect’sb~” a pure rolling mo-
ment, pitching EJoment, and yaning moment: cwere considered
separat ely. Some special devices ~~q%jhqve ~~en coiiEZ”d-
ered important with regard to spinn~iig’because of the aero-
dynamic moments they produce a&~ t4~so”’&i&$,ussod very hrief-
.ly. . ,-,.
,..-,.
. . .
METHOD 03’Analysis. . : . t;
>..— ..—
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The study of the effects to be cons.id6’re.$~:$e.r&f<~a6’.— -.—
facilitat,.ed.by”.tlheexistence o-f the. curves alro.a$y,a.ti”ail-)
a~le. from .Yefer.ellce:1. These curves are re~roduc,ea in_..,,
figures 11.,tio6; ‘inclfisive. .The. force cur%as for the ~~-1
v model (:f$g.~1~..,aad;-thanormal- and chord- for”ce_c-+rves (gig.
2) Lwill %e..:,empl.oyed.~-bc~asionally”, hut: the Tolling-momen$---
equ,ilibrlwm (f.t.g.i:;3$, ~@it thing-momen”t equil ibriuq (f U.-: 4) ,
‘1 . and yawi.ng~mamen%.’.equ’i.l-ibriurn curves (fig. 5) and the ~‘.
curves :~~r, equilibrium. of three mom~fits (fig. 6) will Be
used continually in’ thei discussion- It will be noted that
the shape of the rolling- and yawing-aerodynamic-moment
curves is such that more than on6 int6rs5Etion denoti.~” --
equill.brium with the ‘gjroscopic moment curves may oc,c~,r for
the; same value of glide-path angle. For “this reason there
are thrae rolling-moment equilibrium curv6s and--similarly.
ty.o:yawing-moment equilibrium curve’s on “fi@re “G; The .,.
derivation of the curves, was base~d “cn Strip ,theory. The. ;
a?st%mptions employed are given in .dcta.il“~fi;-,rdf,eroqcos.~.
and 2- The axes employed for ‘e~re-s-sing ‘;a,~poq~.zits”of ~.
moment and force were the body axes., .,a,s”:Elles,p--poincide al-
most. sxact 1~ with the principal .a.xq.s-.”-.:,“~~. ..
~.r..,& ..-.’.
.
-*
l
i ~ The use of these curves in f’i’ndin’~th~ effect of a:”
particular factor will he descr~bedogly briefly, s~nce a“
complete discussion would requitje”,?h~ej.,repe~i~ion of equa-
i.iops given in several previo~s’ pape~$,’;~+i.phas refer en<~e“1.
~hp main steps of the process a~e.,a+fo~lows: First, the
effect of the factor on the aerodynam~c.,and gyros copi,c rno-
,mept curves is noted. This effect rnq~ be a shift of t-he
aero~ynamic or the gyros copic mome~t ‘q,urves for o~e ‘or more
axeq :dep@ding on tihet’aer tlze facto”r’introduces -aerodynamic
moments .or.affects “the mass ~istribution~ Secondly, ,the ef-
fect on “the moment equilibrium Curves (fig. 6) is studied
to determine where the new point of intersection will” fall.
.-
-.
—
. ——
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The new values of angle of attack and glide-path angle are
obtained in this way. If other quantities, such as linear
velocity or angular velocity, were desired, they coul& be
read from the appropriate curves at the angle of attack and
glide-path anglefound for equilibrium of the three moment
curves . (See figs. 5 and 6, reference 1.)
This procedure may become slightly involved if the -
rolling-moment equilibrium curve doesnbt pass through the
intersection of the pitching= and yawing-moment equilibrium
curves . The lack of rolling-moment equilibrium, however,
may be readily compensated for by assuming a small amount
of inward or outward sideslip, which in turn makes only neg-
ligible changes to the forces a~d pitching moment and com-
pletes the conditions for equilibrium. The damping yawing
moment originating from tha empennage may be affected serio-
usly by large changes in’sidesl”ip, but for small changes
in sideslip the change in total yawing moment is probably
small enough so that, as a working appro”ximatldn, it may be
said that failure of t“he rolling-motient equilibrium curve
to pass through the intersection of the yawing- and yitch-
ing-moment equilihrj.,um curves may be ent$rely compensated
for by assuming an appro”priat-e amount and sense of sideslip.
The question of the effect of large inward sideelip on the
damping yawing mome”tif’will be discussed later.
AS has been indicated, this method gives, for final
results, shifts of or the elimination “of curves denoting e-
quilibrium, Obviously the most desirable result would be
to find a combination of mass and aerodynamic >roperties
fcn.the airplane ‘that would make Gquilibriurn of all forces
and moments. impossible, or in other words, that an inter-
section of the three moment equilibrium curves COuld not
exist nor be made to exist by moderate changes in the va-
rious parameters of the spin motion. If this ultimately
desira%le result cannot be obtained, combinations of aero-
dynamic and mass properties mill ,be considered desirable
when they require thtit equilibrium occur at relqti.vely low
values of angle of attack excepting, possibl~, extremely
low values (between stall and 350). Ordlnaril~ the diffi-
culties of bF5ngimg about recovery are less acute for air-
planes that “spin at low values of angle of attack than for
those that spin at h’igh values of angle of attack. In ad-
dition, equilibrium “with outward sidesl.1.pmay be con~i”dered
more favorable to recovery than equilibrium with inward
sideslip, because the gcor~otric oriontatlo~ of t-he ~udd~r
t-o--theincident air IS 3eSS faiora’ble with-inward ti~deslip
. than with outward sidesl”ip.
\
.
.-
.-
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EFFECT OF MASS ,DIS!TR13UTION:“
.“
,. .
.. “The effect of-mass distdtbution was studi~d ky noting
the, effect on the equilibrium-of the three moments for “all
the possible changes of mass distribution. Tfis cha~ges of
mass distr3.bution expre~i”ed as bhllast added to or takea.
. from the airplane ia”Fos”itions on “each of the three ake,s,
the effect of the mass dist.ributiofi on the individual mo~
merit eqtiilibria of each of” the “three axes, and the 6han~e
in the equilibrium of all forces and moments ar-e’-given in
table I. These mass distrib-at ionchanges are con~fdered
as being made without=changb of the ‘mass centroid of the
airplane, “ S“ince the assumed mass changes did not .ifiany”-
w,ay affect aerodynamic properties, it was only necessary
to determine how the gyrbsc-epic motient curves were affect-
.
ed and what ths co”rresp”onding “changes in equilibrium “were.
The entries in”the table include only the simple.increases
. or decreases of ballast because all the other cornb-inatiohs
may .’bede-rived f-rem thes”e.” Tor example, the effpc! of add-
ing ballast on two axes sim~ltane”ou:ly is” the same as i“e-
\ moving “balla”st from th”e third.axis for ‘ti-hic-hthe effect “is
already given ,in”‘the table. Th5.s relation is true because
the gyrosco.pic moments” d.epe~d on the moment-of-ipertia’- dif-
ference rather than upon ti~eir absolute magnitudes. . Tor
, the same yeason it follows”that addition or s-~itractio”n of
the same amouat to’ or from all %hre~ of the &x”es wo-1.ld
cause no change. Only one of the remaining cornbin-ations
need be considered-; namely, the case of the- ~-d~~f~oh” 0~
ballast on one axis and renoval of ballast from another. In
$.his case there are changes for all three gyroscop~c moments,
one of them beiqg changed by the sum hf “the two tioment-of-
inertia c.ha.nges. For purposes of the” disctia-sion, however,
it is just as satis.fact-o~y to not-e the effect g’i-%eain the
table for each of the &eparate “changes and combi~e’ thes%
effects.
.—,., ----- .
-.
A study of flight data has been made ‘to-d’eterginti””the
extent to which the stater~ents of table I have’.been ve’rt-
fied in flight, Authoritative repo,rts from various souroes
in this country and abroa~ have been consulted. ‘“The extent
of this verification for changes in mass distribution ‘a-
long each axis will now he co~si~dere.d briefly.
.-
<.:
T.Le effects of moderate’” ext6asionS” in the mas~ d~s--”- -— -
tribution along the “lozigi@.zd.inal”‘a~x~’s-,whieh~ were small de-
creases in angle of attack and rate-:of rotation, have been
~..“;
—. . .. ...— _.-
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oonfirmed in a number of instances. These confirmations
are to be found in the mass-distribution teets on the NY-1
airplane (reference 1); mass-distribution tests on the
XN2Y-1 airplane (to be published soon); mass-distribution
tests on airplanes and flying mod61s h EnEland (refor-
encos 3 and 4); and several authentic reports from aircraft
builders in this country. The same effect-as that given
in the table for retracting the mass distribution along the
7 longitudinal axis has been observed in at least on=~uthon-
tic case.
The effect of ticmsion or retraction of mass along the
lateral axis is somewhat complicated by the fact that the
aerodynamic mcme~t-equilibrium conditions have considorablo
influenco on the manner in which this typo of masH d“istiri,-
bution will affect the spin. If the wing axes are practi-
cally horizontal, the angular velocity In pitch will be
practically zero and mass-distribution changes al~iig the
lateral axis will have ao influence on the spin. In caseB
where sideslip is such that the wing axes are not horizon-
tal , t-here is an important effect on the spin when the lat-
eral distribution of mass is changed. ~~le resu~t~ in the
table are applicable to the usual caso with inner. wing tips
down. Since no authentic observations of spins with outer
wing tips down have been made at this laboratory or report-
ed to us from other observers in this country (with the ex-
ception of spins ‘with unusual control settings), such a
case evidently need not be considered further than to note
that the results would he opposite to tho~e giv~n in the
tablae The results in the tabl~ have boon in complete a-
greemeti with the results of flight tests with tho XN2Y-1
airplane in its normal condition (to be rcportod soon) and
with a shar~-~oading-odg-e strip installed on tlio wings
(r~f~ronco b); In the latter tests the wing axis waH hori-
zontal and no effect was observed when ballast was put on
the wing tips. The statements regarding the effect of bal-
last at the wing tips have also ‘been tiubatant%ated by fltght
tests in England, and If not actually substantiated, at
least not refuted by tests reported in roferonco 6. In the
lattercase,. the attitude of the wings was not reported, but
it- is probably safe. to assume that the inner tips were down
for the 02E airplane, and that the win~ axis,was almost
horizontal for the 01 airplane. Thi~ e,ssumptian makofi the
results rcportod in reference 6 agree with all other obser-
vat-ions on this sub~ect--~
*
#
The effects of changes of mass distribution along the
.
.
.,n&&al -ax$s stated .ih-the:”t~’b,l-ecarindt,,readily be verified.
~bcatise,”o~”lack of fl$ght data. 7‘ft.is iiitoreit.i.tigt.onote,
‘hd.qe~erl that “the spinning of ti small’ monoplane with over-
h$S@. erigirie:natiellq‘has,,been r~port-&d-to “-ti’sto be “unusually
satYsfa~$or~. “’~is mono~larie.”efiiered. tho “sptn in”a normal
manndr, lmt.~woi~ld recover immodiatbly if’“either “of -the con-
~rd~s “w~re ‘eased slighil~ toward neutral, a,n~ with one
Ioadtng “condition, it redov6red’ against the controi.s after
fou~ ,tcIsi%. turns ;”””Anather case’”of some interest in regard
““to ~his”’?ubject, wh’ich should be recalled from reforenco 1,
rolatos to th~ ei!foctof moving lead weights away ’from tho
‘c?h*er of gravit$ ‘along~a rod in” the position of the normal
...
~x~s af.,a flying mode%. In these testsi ‘-the--continued ex-
“’tenslon;of “mass distribution along the no-dtial’”a”xiscaused
the model to spin steeper andsteepbr unt%%f:nally it
wOulan O~ spin at all. ““’”
,..
,-.
.- ,.
.—
,., .
,-.The, find$ngs of this study and the other invosti.gations
o’~“the ef~$.c.,t‘of.tias~’”d.istri%ution from which data have %een
4“dyawn-”tiay-”%esurnmari~ed in terms apQlicabl. e to design prac-
tice ~s fgllows: ‘“.;” “~ ._
.,
(a) The moderate changes of mass distribution ‘–
along the longitud~n~l ax,is likely to %8 eacounterod.
in various arrang’ement~ of the structure and loads of
an airplane of conventional desiga are not important,
,.., and in this case arrangements that tend to make the
1“ -.
,’ . ..
:,
. .“
. .
.,.
..
p.,,.
,.
8xton~ton, ‘of mass along the longitudinal axis: great
ar~ sli~htly ,preforablo.. On tho othc”r han-d,-”if”the” -
design “of an airplane is such that the difference
(C-A)*’:may %e ~jminished’ tolless”~han half the:valuo
of, that’ ‘char.aQ-feristic o’f‘pYesont “c”onveiiiiohtilair-
plane designs, th”en”such ‘retr&ct-ion of mass along the
longittidinal axis ‘is”vsry: desirable. ,A decrease in
(C-A) of suffi~i.~tit”magn+tud’e to be beneficial is’not
po$sible if an &i.rplana is to have.:even the same gbn-.___.
eral appearance as the conventional landplane of ‘today.
(b) It is”gobd practice” to.have the ex.t”aision”of --
mass along the” la’teral axis as small as p’oss~’ble,,a%-
though it often does” not make any di.ffeiencp. b -. :
.’,.. -.“‘-.
.-—. -. —.-
*A., B,” and C are moment-s of inertia in s~~g-ft~.2 about
the, three airplane axes X, Y, atid..,~-,respectively, ““
,, 1“-; . . .-. ‘-1
,.
—.—
8(c) Little cart %e done with mass distribtif.on
along thg normal axis ,that is of sufficient magnitude
to l)e important in common airplane arrangernonts. If,
however, the angino is Mounted in a nacollo ovor tho
wing, favorable effects may be expec.ted-.be.cause.ro-
movin~ the mater from th:-.aoso and placing ft some
distancti abovo the center of gravity produces a com-
bined effect large enough to give favorable roslilts.
The addition of floats to an &irplant+ othe.rwi~e shni.-
lar to conventional landplanes may bG o~ectcd to af-
fect the spin unfavorably, partly hecauee the mornont-
of-inertia contribution of the floats :~s not great e-
nough to extend the effect ,of mass dlstr?hutioa along
the vertical axis into the:favorable rang,a and p.artl,y
bacause the presence of t.h.e.float or floats may un-
favorably” affect tho aerodynamtu pitching Qnd yawin~
moments . Tho importanc~ of tile yawing-moment offoct
will be discu~sed later. In one case at least, that
of the NY-2 seaplane (single float), the diffironco
in nioments of inertia (ref%nvsmce 7) between the land-
plane and seaplane is largely a difference that xfght
be obtained by adding ballast at the wing tips.
EF2?ECT OF LERODYNAIJIO MOM2NTS -
The effect of added aerodynamic ~oments on spinning
equilibrium may bc found by the method ompl.oycd for the
study of the effect of mass d~ strikution. ln this CaS8 the
primary effect is some arbitrary change of”a sot of. aero-
dynamic-moment curves. This change may in turn produce sec-
ondary changes la other aerodynamic moments if a chengo in
sideslip should be introduced, and if many secondary ef-
fects occur, the conditions become too complox to lead to
clear conclusions. l?ortunatcly, this complexity does not
always develop.
Rollin~om~nt.-
.—-—-. —-
The efi’oct of added rollin~ momcmks
is complicated by the effect of rolling uomc+nt duo to si.de-
Slip. ldoderate magnitudes of added rolling moment of oithor
sense will evidently produco a n~w spin oquflibrium at a
slightly different attitudo and rate of rotation as shown
by tracing through the effect of sldosl-~.p c21QnEos. O’WiIlg
to the large efftict on the roll.in~ niom(.~ctQf practical mag-
nitudes ofi~idesli-p, faizly large rollipg moments are r3f-
fectively compensated for by small chan,~os In an~le of sido-
.
l
,
.-
.
,-
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slip s The magniftide ‘of this iiifference’ in attitude is not
easily determine d.from the ‘subject curves. Some corn~uta-
tions %ased on comparatively extensive model measufti-ments
made in England (reference 8) indicatd that for the air-
plane studied in those tests a stable rolling moment (op-
posing the spin) would produce eauil~brium at a higher
angle of attack atid higher rate of rotatio~~ It is evident,
however, that extraordinarily large stable rolling moments
would ‘bring shout recovery. Snch large rolling moments
could not be produced b.y any practical alteration to con-
ventional airplanes, which leads to the conclusion that lit-
tle direct benefit could he. derived from added rolling mo-
ments.
‘~here are indirect effects o.f stall-e arid unstable
rolling moments, however, which slso.uldbe metioned. The
outward sideslip characteristic of equilibrium with stable
rolling moment is associated with an attitude in “which the
wing “axis is nearly horizontal. This effect is desirable,
as mentioned before, unless the outward sideslip i3 so
great” that the out r tip is forced far b“elow’ the “horizon,
rin whichcase equi ibrium night occur at high angles of
attack if (A-3) were negativea SPinS with outer wing tips
down, however, seldom oe.cur. Unstable rolling moments
will induce inward sideslip which causes the inner wing
tip to go down. This is an adverse effect as regard the
angle of the vertical surfaces relative t~ the incident
wind’. If, in addition, (A-E) is positive, equili-%riurn can
only occur a+ high ~alues of CL and il. If (A-B) is .ncg-
ative, the effect of d.ecroased damping moment ifi yaw duo
——
to change in angle of the incident air cm the vertical
surfaces is partly compensated for by the change of gyro-
scopic moment, with the consequence- that the angle of at-
tack and rate of rotation for equilibrium are not greatly
changed.
Since the magnitudes of the rolling moments c-onsid-e-r–ed
in this part of the discussion are not extremely large, it
is evident that where unfavorable spinning cozclitions are
aggray.ated by the particular magnitude and sen’s~ of cell~ile
rolling momen-t prevailing, some desirable effects may be
obtained by appropriate changes in the .celIule rolling-mo-
ment c-har4cteristics. Stich che.nges ~ho.ald be introduced
by changes .in t,he c’ellule arrangement (chiefly st-a”gger in
biplanes) or section charac~’aristics, si~ce c’oritr-oL_sur----
f,aces are not well suitiod to this function at” the high-un-
gle-of-attack conditfoas prevai.lins in the. spin. An exaz:-
ple of such a change that actually has b-tie~accomplished,
is the case of the experiment With ti sh”ar~ leading edge in:
stalled on the wings of the XN2Y-1 airplane (reference 5).
..-— — .—
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The measurements of sid.eslip angle showed that the side-
slip was changed from a moderat=tllue inward to a Etnong
value outward by the addition of th~ strips, The decrease
in angle of attack is to be attributed to othor Causes- to
be discussed latcir under yawin~ moments.
Sideslip’, as ‘indicated above, plays an important and
unique ro”le in the equilibrium conditions of the spin. It
has ~,redoninating influence ”on”rolling-mornont equilibrium
without having effects of importance on the oqul.librium of
forcos along any of the axes or of the momonts about tho
lateral and fio--rrnal axes. The study of tho curves indicates
that if rolling moment were not generated by sideslip, a-
bflit-y to rsach spinning equilibrium wor~ld be a rare, rath-
er tl~an an almost universai prop,erty of airplanes. From
this concl~[sion, it follows that if a means of controlling
the sideslip could be found, mass distribution might be
adjusted so that spiuning equilibrium for many i;:~i.calcom-
binations of aerodymyic properties viould.not bo possiblo,
which would be a very desirable resnl.t. J?ractically no in-
formation is available at present to indicate whether an
appreciable effect. on the rolling .momgnt dune to sidealip
could be” ohtain~d by devices or wing-tip shapes de~eloped
for tho purpotio. A preliminary -s~~udy.of..the qucstfon is,
thorofore, in ~lro~r~ss-~- .
Pitching ?~oment.- Pitching-mon~nt equilibrium, com-
pared to the equilibria of moments about the other axes, is
an equilibrium bet-ween’uomehts of very large magnitude. A
study of the curves shows that ‘in the high-angla-of-attack
range, a }i~t)d~i-atein~reaso in aerodynamic pitching moment
(diving) sho~;ld cause an ibcreaso in angle of attack and rato
of rotation for oquili.brium. This effect has boon demon-
strated 3;? the flight measurements with elevator down on
the NY-1 and XIT2Y-1 airplanes and observed for other air-
planes. If tho change in aerodynamic pitching mornenl is an
extremely Iargo diving mom~nt but with no important chahgo
in the sloFe of the pitching-moment curve plotted against
angle of attack, then the equilibrium state may be shifted
to a low value of angl~ Of attack, If it were possiblo to
make the slope of the curv~ of aerodynamic pitching moment
for the subject airplane st-emp in the angle-of-attack rango
of 25° to 45° (Of a slopo o.quivalont to th~ S1OPC between
a = 00 and a = 250) , then the pitch oquilibriun curve
would. bo aFproxiuatoly parallel to the two yawequili’brfum
curves and about midway %etween thein. Such an arrangement
would be ideal for-eliminating the possibility of equiltb-
riuzn in the spin, but the measures necessary for this
.
.
.
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—
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result would probably hot be considered practical. Some
method of delaying th,e stall of the tail surfaces un~il
-@”G$’~~~~~h”,‘va-lues‘of a~g:l~ of attack’ had beek’ ~eachod ‘tom,=...
bin+a k,ith unusually large st”agger might bq e.f.ffctives ~-
.-)e,”’.;!.:.’. .-’.’ ..’.:.’+__..: _=_.—- -.”:
StLgge+’ aLd”ce”nter-09L~ravity ~oOit>~i,~k~<”~e”’cOnsid~
-=—:Z:.
...,.,{ -
er!~ ‘ik’~$he”li.gbt”of thud-;,ef”fectof moderate pi,t,~hing me-. .’
m-en%% * ‘.-An-exainina$ionL$hows th’at ‘positive sti$iiggqr.alone~
“Wecbuse ‘i-tincreases _tk’i”’@&rodynamic diving Momen-t (ref -
%“~kiic~s 9 and 10)’, leads”’’t$’””equilibrium at a sli’ghtly high-
‘e.?r’~n+jleof attack than wou~l’~Occu-r for zero stagger when
pitaiiing moment only, %s “~onsidered, Similarly it is seen.
~tlila%a rearward posit’ion:of’ center of gravity iS slightlv:.
better than a forward one.” It must be remembered that
positive stagger affe”cts the rolling moment in’s manner
%Iiat might be much mor~ important than the effect here. c~~-
ed,,‘and that a rearward position of center of gravity usual-
ly”has an unfavorable effect on the first stages of tho en-
try irito a spiri. The effect of a. forwa~d posit~on of the
edfiter of grtivity has especially conspicuou~ favorablp @-
fectson the entry into a spin if the ~os.itive.pitching mo-
merit producitii$. by the elevator is inadp.quat.e”to.cause com-
p~etestalltng;” ~nstancee of this effect .of.center-of-
~rhvity positiori are *S ‘b& found describes..in refere~ceq
11 and 12. “!lli~effticf~ b$””both staggW and denter-of-gray-
itY y“osition as related. “to pitching moments are s.mall’and
not worthy.of very serioui” consideration “for””the steady
spin.
. .
,,.
,“ ., ;“ ..
Yawin~ moments.-
.—
The tioments that,qake.:up :~he’yawing-.
moment equii==m–a.ie’all very small cornpar~d with the 1
mements about the oth’d”raxes, sad., for o,t’her,reasoa~, dis-:’
cussed later-,~-,constittitothe most prdmisiq~ field fdr re-.
search directed toward”control of the spiti:” The effects of
stab’l& yawing momeilt (opposing or dd,mp,ingthe spin ~
~a~~~~ mot.t’on) and a pure u“nstable mornent”ar”e g~tien “in .$~,~
following “:table. ....
..
-..*.
. . ----
———-
. ~-
“:3iif:tOf-:zsg=c=e:i :~ria~g’l~~qf a!- .:.
c.
equilibrium cur~os tack of stoady,,spin.
——.
Added Kw-angle-
—— ;-
H.igh-a.ngle- .Low-angle- Higli.,qn@e-. ~
momont of,-attack of-at”tack~ of-attack of-atitiack~~[~
curv ci ,ctirve““.,..1 cur-ve curve
—-— — -.!. —-— — ---
..
Stable Toward Toward lo’i?- Increase Decrease-:
higher a er a
.-.+.
Unstable”’. Towa,r{.’.~w~w~Toward -~ : “.ltic’reas,8,: ;Ileqr-oa”<s.i .~
er-. CL””“:. higher ‘d “ ‘
—-—---.----—— ---—-.-— -——
. —
.l
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“ It w~ll he notices “that the yawing-moment equilibrium
curve situated in the low-angle-of-attack range (200 to
30-6)’“ozi“fi~ure 6 gives opposite results to those of the
corre!sporiding curve at higher angles of attack. The pos-
sibility of spinning in the low-angle-of-attack range da-
pends on somewhat specihl conditions as shown by the nature
of the curve’s. Such a condition might be expected also be-
cause spins in this range are seldom observed. The curves
indicate that rolling-moment =qtiili.%rium could be expected
only for the smaller values of “--~ (glide-path angle)
provided that equilibrium could he obtainsd far the moments
about the ‘other two axes. “Equflil?rium cIf these latter mo-
ments does not appear to be readily possible for the NY-1
airplane, but might ‘be‘~oQ”3ible with other airplanes. The
large sta%le rolling moment at large values of -y is,
however, characteristic of practically all airplanes. Dur-
ing the spin t6sts with the NY-1 airplanes a mafieuver,
which the pilots called a “tight spiraltf, occasionally re-
sulted from attempts to enter the spin.’ This maneuver was
characterized a~ a rotating rapid descent with nose almost
straight down and with very large control forces be-ing re-
quired to hold the airplane’ in the maneuver. It was never
continued long endugh to determine whether an equfli%rium
state existed. This m~n~uver may have involved the low-
angle-of-attack” yawing-moment equilibrium curve.
The curties show, as stated abo+e, that a damping yawi-
ng moment would lead to.a new state of equililsrium at a
high~r angle of attack and rate of rotation when the angle
of attack of the spin is within ‘the range of- the low-angle-
of-attack &urve*- It is evident, however, that if the damp-
ing yawing moment becomes large enough, equilibrium would-
not be possible, Because the magnlt’~des of these moments
would be comparatively large, the moment regulti.ng from
setting the rudder against the spin might, in-any cases9
be insufficierit to eliminate equilibrium, and then the spin
would continue against the Controls. The likelihood. of
spin equilibrium against the controls Is clearly indicated
by curves for elevator downassumi,ng the addition of damp-
ing yawing moment by reversed rudder setting., (See ffg.
15, reference 1.) It appears, therefor~, to be necessary
to apply a very larg~- damp~ng yawing momaat .to ellmina%e
spinning equilibrium in the angle-of-attack range of—the
low-angle-of-attack yawing-moment eqnili,brinrn curve. Of
course “this requlrem~-nt might not always be evident ,bec~use
,
recovery might be obt~.ned. IJy Setting up an oscillation by
means of properly timed application of moments not neces-
“, ,:
0
.
.
.
.
. .
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sarily as large aS “thos-e”required to eliminate equilibrium
conditions. ‘
l
‘The effect of a da”mping yawing moment on the equi.ill+
rium of a spin in the angle-of-attack rafi”~~to whicl the
high-angle-of-attack yawing-moment equilibrium curve ap-
plies is Slotifi-liythe curves to be a_ decreas-~ -in angle of
attack and” rate of rotation, which ar-e‘of~r—eiiter magni-
tude as the damping yawing moment is increased until equ~-.
li%rium is no longer possible. As damping yawing moment
*S added, the two equilibrium curves come closer together,
tiiitilthey meet, and, finally, this point of inter==etioq
moves to a reg5.on on the chart above” the pitching-mo”rnent e-
quilibrium curve. ~vidently no spinning equilibrium can
exist wit-h”su’d% a disposition of the curves. The indlca~
tions are that a damping yawing moment sufficient to Qio”-
duce as extensive a change in the position o-f the cur~es”-a”s
just described would. be greater than the”sliddenly applied
rudder momeht ordinarily required for reco-very. ‘-qhe tie”ch-
anism suggested in reference 8 indicates that a pro_yerly
timed application of moment might start a series of eve-n’t~
iisu-iting In recovery, while an equal moment ap-plied in some
other manner would merely set up a new condition of sp~tinfng.
- Theory Suggeqts.! therefore, that the conservative design
practice would consist in providing sufficient danrping”yaw-
ing mogent by means of fixed parts of the airplane so that-
the undesirable spin characteristics ~ould %e eliminated, or
so that, if possible, spinning equilibrium would 56 “eTfrninat-
ed.
.. :.~—
-—._,..
Definite experimental verifications for many of the
preceding statements regarding the effect of damping yaw-
ing moments are already available for a few clear cases and
for a number of other cases if certain reasonable assump-
tions are made. A case that may be considered definite is
that of some British tests (references 3 and 13) on an air-
plane which was reported to be almost entirely uncontrol- ,
lable in the spin and which was matleeasily controllable
by the addition of.vertical fin area. The effect of added
fin area was, as demonstrated %y wind-tunnel tests on a
model of the airplane., to increase strongly the damping yaw-
ing moment. The same” “tmp.rove~ent in spin.,characteristics .
was demonstrated .with a flying soa”le model of the same air-
plane. If now it is assumed that additfon of’ fin area aft
of the center of gravity will never produce. other than
damping yawing moment (except when no moment whatever i’s
produced), all the effects of increasing fin area ‘may be
taken as further evidence of the effec”t of damping yaw-ing
..
.-
.
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moment . A number of such cases obse”rvod- durine the course
of investigations made %y the National Advisory Committee
fo’r Aeronautics or reported from relia%le ‘outhide sources
have invariably shown that addition of vertical fin area
has produced either a decrease in augle of attack and rate
of rotation or has had no effect. The failure of added–fin
area to “develop any appreciable damping moment, and corre-
spondingly to affect the spin, ‘is a question of the design ..
of the entire tail of the airplane and of, the geometry of
the spin.’
One ftirtliertopic related to the magnitude of yawing
rnor~ents of the wingg and of the rudder should be mentioned
at this point’. Rec6nt tests on a flighter-type airplano
.
have shown that it is possible to–attain a conditiou of e-
quilibrium with the rudder reversed. This state of spirt-
ning was obtained by operating the controls in suc”h a man-
ner that as little impulse as possible tending to start
rec’ovory would be prwducod. It was done usually by a slow .
process of r’eversfng the rudder aver a @“eriod of fleveral \
turns, but it was possible to make -t’hetratisition also by
a very abrupt complete.reversal of t~eru~d.o’r. .ThQ.equi15.b- %
rium is quite unstable and-is characterized by low angle
of attack and extreme inward sideslip. The existence of
this’ s~e of-equilibrium at a LOW an~le of attack might
be expected from the form of the yawing-moment curves of
figure 5. !!!hecu.yves on this figure are probably repres-
entative of the c~rves for conventional biplanes. An air- “
plane ha.vtng comparatively ineffective fin and rudder, aB
was trne for the figh~er-type airplane, pra%ably would not
generato sufficiei~ daiilpingyawing monont from the fuselage,
fin, and reversed rudder to exceed the, maximum value of un-
sfablo wing momont in the low--angl~-of-attack rango similar
to tho valub computed for “the NY-1 airplane,
summary of effect of aerodynamic moment-s.- The effectB
of the addition of~~~a~-momeria about each of the
airplane axbs” when considered with a view to deciding upoa
the most satisfactory method of Savo,rably altering or- com-
pletely upsetting spinning equtlib’rtum may be very briefly
outlined from the resu’lts of this study as follows: (a)
Added rolliag momQnt., when of practical magnitudes, would
usually br”i~g about. a new state of spinning equilibrium to
be. distinguished from th”e original equilibrium state mainly
by a change in” sideslip’ angle; (b) added pitching momenti,
in order to have beneficial effect, must be very large in
the nega.tivo sense; -and. (c) added damping yawing.momcni
\
.’
. . . .
.
.
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will. usual ly,,have b,qn,efic.ia,,leffact yh,ep of small magni-
tude and ,el’ways when of, l“qrge magp’i,t’ude’,but even these
largti moni+nts are much small’e~..~@.n,the .mornents_.consldered.
!,for the other t’wo axe8,., “ . .;. ,-,.-. -..
., ..
—
... .
. .
.,,
D’I~CUSSION’ .
., ,. .,
..: .,-- .. .
--- .,. ,
.,
., . . .—,_
It is evident , of course, that certai”n meastires couid
be employed to produce favorable effects by %lterlhg the
moments about the rolli~,g and pitching ?,yes~,+but there are
no, meak.urds ,which seem as promising as, tho”se ‘of de.vbloptng
the best “relationships between the components. ,of.t>e yaw-i=
moment b Yhis” problem ‘may,b.g divi,do,d into tw.o,-phases:” one
the study of means “of ,avoiding large unstable “yawing m’o~
ments arising from thq wing cellule throughout the ‘complete
range. of angle of attack, and, the other, the design of the
tail of the a$rplano to give a large @amping moment through-
out the complete an.gle-of,-at,tadk r~ngb~ The mai-n consi~era-
tion ii:the first case is that of “the nature “of the chord
component of. the composite collule fo”rc6 ‘cur.v-e”sthroughout
the complet~e,range of a“hgle of attack; thq sec~nd.is main-
ly a co,nsidoretion of means of o“vorcoming thg blanketing
of the vertical surfaces that usually ‘occurs.”
With regard to the celltile yawing moments it is evi-
dent that when a portion of the chord-force curve has a
positive slope the wing yawing momeut. will, be unstable in
the rapge o,f angle of attack in which this portion of”the
,curve .governs.-the wing moments, If the chord-,force-curvb
slope is zero t’he wing, yawing moments will be zero, or if
the slope of the chord-force curve IS negative. the wing
yawing moment will be stable (damp the spin motion). It
may readily be realized that such momen%s arising from the
wings haye the potentiality of being Large because the for-
ces Ori the wings are large and the moment arms, may be very
large. The mechanism of the dis~os.ition of forces which”
leads to these conclusions is easi.l”yunderstood when it is
noted that t,he.outer wing tip .(fig. 7) is usually at an an-
‘gle, of attack .somewhero between. a,few degrees, below stall
and a few degrees above stall,, whereas the angle of.attack
of the inner wing tip is ~n the rang~ between ,50° and 70°
when the, angle of attack of the ceut~en section is between
40° and 50°, If the chord-force curve is similar to the
one used in this study (fig, 2), the chord-force components
along thq apau could be replacedby a single force at the
outer tip directed forward along the” chord of the wing for
—.— .— —.—.
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a considerable portion of the spinning- a.ngle.-.oattackck
range. Such a force system is associated with–the unsta-
ble yawing mometits of the wing cbllule shown for thzan-
“gle of attack range (of the csnter section) between 200 and
50° angle of attack in figure 5. If the slope of the chord-
force curve is zero throughout, the yawing moment will be
zero, and if the slope is negative, then tho force system
could be simulated by a single force at the outer wing tip
directed backward, which would give a stable or damping
yawing moment.
An analysis of chord forces of various sections md
.cellules w’as therefore “made with sllch wind-tunnel data as
exist for high angles of attack. The $asts of reference 9
extending through a 90° a-ngle-of-attack range wero well
syited, for this use, but tests extending to about 300 angle
of attack als-o give some idea of the yawimg moments, “Th~
results of the study indicate that (a) thick airfoils -have
considerable variation of chord force with unfavorable
slope, (b) thin symmetrical’ airfoils have practically no
chord force, (c) an unstaggered biplane cellulel~_ es6eqtial-
ly the same as a monoplane of the”“same airf”oil, cd) stagger
without decalage and decalage without stagger do notimmteri-
ally alter the curve from that for t~e airfoils alone, and
(e) gap-chord ratios ‘in the usual range have little effect,
The tests by Fuchs and Schmidt (reference 14) show
particularly interesting results for one combination of
wing and auxtliary airfoil. Figure 8 reproduces their t~t
results for that combination and includee a sketch of the
arrang~ment , It is seen from the chord-force curve tha% no
appreciable unstable yawing moment co”uld be produced by this
comtiination. Referring to the discussion alreamgiven with
regard to yawing-moment equilibrium, it is seen that if
(A-B) is negative (“the usual case) , then the spin !70uld only
be”posslble if the rudder (or”—aileron) could give a yawing—.
moment -in the direction of the spin (unstable). With con-
trols neutral, recovery would be imperative. Thus , the ef-
fect of the auxiliary airfoil, by favorably aff_ec$_fn~ the
cellule yawing moment, would eliminat-e--th-epb”ss-ibility of a
spin with controls neutral, while the “continually rising’f
normal--force curve sought in the Fuc-hs and Schmidt investi-
gation could--alone only be expected ..toinsure that the spin
would be characterized by a modorate outward sidoslip with
the wing axis practically horizontal.
,
.,
-.
—,
.,
One further group of tests should he ct’ted here bo-
.
.
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cause it gives experimental verification of the effect of
the shape of the chord-force curve, These were w“ind-.tun-
nel and flight tests of the effect of adding a sharp lead-
ing edge to the wings of an air-plane and to Clark Y and
G~ttingen 398 airfoils (reference 5). Figure 9 shows the
normal and chord-force curves for a G&ttingen 398 airfoil.
The flight tests were made with a Clark Y - M 15 airfoil,
but wind-tunnel data show that tho sharp leading edge had
the same effect as on the GBttingea 398 airfoil. The re-
duced variation and positiv’e slope of the chord-force curve
would indicate reduced unstable yawing moments. Reduced
unstatle yawing moments$ acc~rding to the above-presented
discussion of the effect of yawing moments on the spin,
would cause a decrease in angle of attack and rate of ro-
tation in the spin. This precisely was the effect on the
spin found in the flight tests, (See reference 5, ~art 11.)
In the question of tail dpsign, two serious difficul-
t~es are encountered which complicate the problem of pro-
ducing damping yawing moments in the spin. First, under
conditions involving ,large inward sideslip,, the geometry
hinders the production of damping momen”i even to the point
of making zero angle of sideslip at the tail; and seco-naly,
hlaqketing of the vertical surfaces by the other parts of
the tail greatly decreases, in most common designs, what
moment might be produced. The _problem of the unfavorable
geometrical relations ~s not inherent in the tail design,
but may be solved by so adjusting the wing aerodynamic
rolling moments that outward sideslip will be required for
rolling-moment equilibrium. The seriousness of the blan-
keting effect is clearly shown by the smoke-flow tests
(reference 15) , by the lack of change in the spin resulting
from removal of the fin of the NY-1 airplane (reference ~),
and by numerous ether instances, which also could be cited,
This inefficiency of the vertical surfaces caused by %lan-
keting.may, in a measure, be compensated for by making the
vertical surfaces very large, but there is urgent need of
a satisfactory and effective solution of the problem in cr-
der that wing cellules now In common use-may be “employed
without the danger of poor “airplane spinning properties.
The effect of blanke’t.ing is of importance to recovery as
well as to the steady spin, because the efficiency of the
rudder in producing damping moments is as badly impaired
as that of the vertical fin. .-
Some experiments have already ~een made that show the
result of eliminating a large fraction of the blanketing
(r,efi~r6~.ces’”Y3;,.4, aid 1“3),..“The .>~~~k>t in”g was d-imi~ished
,:
by,“rnovirig,tti9llo”ri’z,on.tal,‘Siarf.R-C.O.p,u~, t,o “a riew fioHit ion at
+ili~top, of.,the ‘fib an”~ .ru”dder, .~he.ch.ango greatly irnrn
prpve,d:,%Pt-h.t~e,sfiti~y‘,spina+id.“the;ro.co’very. Other and ‘“
~dssi’bly ’bo~t?r m“etho~d~for d~rqin~ihi.ng the effect of l)lan-
ke”t.ing’,“could undoubt.e$~~y be found. , .. . .“
. . ;,
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The effectq of’ mass, distribution’ on “the equili%rl.um
of tk~”spin”.wb,re fovpd” to lb:
.,, ., (a) Uass ~ext,ena”~d.a~ong tke long i.tud~nal axi B.
,.’ kas” no dbtrtmental effect “o’r i“s slightly 16neflcial ‘
f,o~ variations,, of this factor likely to be encountered
in conventional designs. If a mass arrangement corre-
sponding; to @ very’ great r.etrac’ti”on.of the mass along
the longituil.ipal axis is possible, beneficial ~.e=.ults
mtiy he. expected. ““
..
,.
..
.’ (b)’ Extezision of ma&s” alon~ the la”teral axis, is
“-.detrimental: if the’,aprod~ami,”c”’properties require “t~at
‘the airp-latie
*.i
spin yi tti%he inn by wi’ng t“i~.~“own”.
:this ,axis 1s nearly hoy”izont.ai ‘in the spin, d.istribu-
“’tioq of mas~ ‘alorig,“it has n’o ‘effect. .....
—. ,,
.,, .,
1 (“c)%xt’ension” of inass’alorig,ttie~nkrmal axis- may;
.
,,
le dettiimental if of small fiag$itude, or very 3enefi.-
cial if “of”large magnitude. .
.,. ,.
2. Aerodyaami~ rnome~ts a,f~ect the ,e-quf”li~iiurnof t.@O’,,,
.. .
‘,sp>ti”’a.s fOilOw~:” ,“’.“
., ...
..
,,,
(“a):Roil””ing.mbmen$’mbre}y alters;.~~e..’e~~l~brl~rn
c.gndi’t~on, ‘the most ifipor’tant d“i~fe.re.ncebeing a change
in angle “of side:lip. .. ... ‘ ‘~.. ...
,,.
,.. .!.
.,
‘.(’~jPitching, mornerit”,.wh”en0$ -pr”actic.al.magnltudes,
has .v6ry l’ittle”,eff.ect o,ti“the”.spitieqizili,brium.,,
., ,.,
.
.
—
.,,
(c’) Daqjing” yawing .momehtj “~len,.o”f”small” magnitude
,.,
causes decrease in angle ‘of attkck and rate of rota-
tion. ~Pr .pT6.ia.~.y.,Ys~in.ss.and when. .of J.@rge mqgnitude
:.pr.ev.?~t’sp~tii.1i.Or.~u”m.,,. , .. .
,,
.
.—
.
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3. Airfoils and wing cellules should be chosen on the
basis, ,of t,he:nature of the chor~-force curv-e”as ‘well as on
the %asis of performance ‘characteristics.’ A%sence of posi-
tive slope, or, better, the existence of negative slope
throughout the com_ple++e angle-of-attack range gives,z,ero ,Or ,
stable yawing mogeats. r.,,. . .
. .
4. The damping yaw~ng,m$me,+t of ~he tail of~the air-
plane during a spin should be made as Iarg”e as possible.
:..
,-
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee fov Aeronautics, ~ -
Langley Field, Va,,, August 3, .:1933. ,-
.,
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